
At a glance

Location:

Job ID: 338796

Start date: as soon as possible

Entry level: 1-3 years

Type: Full time

Contract: Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code 
with your smartphone:

Job ID: 338796
www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact

Mariia Kozachok

Maintenance technician in semiconductor industry 
(f/m/div)*

Job description
Are you a mechatronics engineer, electronics engineer or industrial mechanic who is 
looking for the new career opportunities? This job will be a perfect match for you! Join 
our team as a maintenance technician in Dresden and help us to expend our productive 
capacities.

In your new role you will be: 

 the system  and  of electrical, electronic Localizing malfunctions troubleshooting
and mechanical assemblies

Performing preventive maintenance and servicing measures

 existing and installing new Repairing systems

Providing the facility inspections

The continuous shift operation schedule is introduced. The work duration is 8 hours per 
shift / 36 per week with the rhythm 6/4. The work is proceeded in a cleanroom 
environment.

Profile
You are fond of working with complex equipment and understand the technical 
processes. You are a team player and diligent person. 

You are best equipped for this task if you are: 

A skilled  in the field of electronics, mechatronics, industrial mechanics technician
etc

Fond of  practical work

Ready to work in  and in shifts cleanroom

Having high work standards

 What we offer:

Permanent employment

Good salary and benefits, such as holiday pay, 13th salary and bonus payment

Regular training programs and opportunities of further education

Attractive shift system and paid breaks

Relocation assistance

Assistance with finding accommodation

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Assistance with finding accommodation

Provision of the health care services

Benefits

 Coaching, mentoring networking possibilities; Wide range of training Dresden:
offers & planning of career development; International Assignments; Different 
Career Paths: Project Management, Technical Ladder, Management & Individual 
Contributor; Flexible working conditions in office jobs; Home Office possibilities; 
Part-time work possible (also during parental leave); Spots in local kindergarden; 
On-site social counselling and works doctor; Health promotion programs; Fitness 
Room; On-site canteen; Private insurance offers; Wage payment in case of sick 
leave; Corporate pension benefits; Flexible transition into retirement ; 
Performance bonus; Reduced price for public transport, car sharing, charging 
station for e-cars and e-bikes; Accessibility, access for wheelchairs; Possibility to 
work remotely from abroad (EU)

Why Us
 Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.

Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 

The Frontend (FE) cluster offers a broad range of manufacturing competence 
specialized in high-quality logic products. The portfolio represents Power, Bipolar, 
Sensor, Passive and Diode technologies as well as CMOS, RF-CMOS and embedded flash 
technologies. The manufacturing sites in Dresden, Kulim, Regensburg and Villach are 
committed to Operational Excellence with strong customer focus. 

* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other 
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon 

 we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.
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